1. Each ward is to send 2 leaders per quorum/class; a total of 6 YW leaders and 6 YM leaders. Please let us know ASAP of any changes to your original list. (email changes to: qcywstake@gmail.com)

2. Youth will be divided up into tribes for the day with tribal leaders.

3. Tribal leaders or stake leaders are not part of the required 12 leaders per ward. Ward leaders will be given specific assignments during the day from the stake. We need all ward leaders to help at the Village on Thursday. (See attached for Village assignments)

4. You will have ward time on two of the evenings.

5. Each evening you will have a ward cleaning assignment.

6. Camp site equipment for your ward: There will be a YW area and a separate YM area. You are responsible for your tent and camping equipment for your ward youth and leaders. (Not to include any stake leaders who will be attending from your ward) See suggested ward packing list.

7. The stake will provide all meals so no cooking equipment is required.

8. Meals on Wednesday - Please arrive on June 1 with full bellies and bring a sack lunch! The first meal our Food Committee is providing is not until dinner that night (and it will be delicious!)

9. Bathrooms and showers provided.
   * 1 shower per person for the duration of the activity.

10. Ward Set Up Time:
    Because Wednesday is going to be so full of activities we are asking the wards to set up their camp sites on Monday, May 30th. We understand that this requires two trips up for some of your ward leaders. By doing this, the logistics will have already been taken care of and the leaders and youth will be able to participate in the activities which start Wednesday morning. The address to the campsite is on the website under "Learn More".

11. Drop off at 7:30 Wednesday morning at Queen Creek High School on Ocotillo (between Rittenhouse and Ironwood).
11. Each person needs to have a satchel. There is an example/pattern on the website. Some wards have encouraged their youth to make their own and learn a new skill, and some have asked the Relief Society to help with this as one of their activities. This can be a fun opportunity!

12. The stake is providing a "MQ" bottle for each youth. Adults - you will want to bring a water bottle for refilling.

13. There is a meeting for all Ward YM/YW leaders attending MQ on May 22nd at 7pm at the Queen Creek Stake Center on Cloud Road. This will be the last meeting to make sure all questions are answered, so please make sure there are enough leaders to properly disseminate the information given. (Bishop's attendance is not necessary.)

14. EVERY person at MQ (including leaders, bishoprics, stake leaders, high council, youth, tribe leaders, etc) must be registered on Moronisquest.com

15. Please remember to ensure that the Special Needs and Medical Committee have the information they need! Suzie Moore should be aware of the special needs so that she can help accommodate and help everyone there have a fabulous experience! This includes physical needs (like newly sprained ankles and broken bones) and mental or emotional needs that may have come up since registration.

16. All forms and lists (packing lists, maps, etc...), are available on moronisquest.com under Downloads.

17. Please remember to continue encouraging your youth and leaders to prepare spiritually by being aware of the stories and people in the Book of Mormon. We have been given great promises if we will come prepared by reading the Book of Mormon!